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                                                                   Meeting Minutes of the 

                         South Carolina Combined NARFE Federation Executive 

                                 Board (FEB) and Chapter Presidents’ Meeting 

                                     Lizard’s Thicket Restaurant, Lexington, SC 

 

                                                         December 9, 2019 
 

 

The Federation Executive Board (FEB) was called to order at 11:43 a.m., by SC FED President 

Blaine Lotz.  Twenty-one (21) attendees were present.  The Attendee List is attached as 

attachment (1).  

Introductory observations, respects and logistics:  

--A moment of silence was observed. 

--Executive Vice President Ernest Williams led the group in the Pledge of Allegiance. 

--Parliamentarian Harry Brown confirmed a quorum had been established.  

--A copy of the meeting agenda is provided as attachment (2). 

 

Treasurer’s Report:   

Treasurer Betty Hawkins provided a copy of the current Treasurer’s Report, which is appended 

as attachment (3).  Not much has changed since the previous SC FEB meeting and the 10% 

rebate is still an on-going issue…yet to be resolved.  One change to the actual budget format 

was noted, a new line for “Miscellaneous” is now reflective in the budget.   

 

The floor was open for comments...which none were forthcoming.  Also discussed was a 

recently conducted audit in which the SC FED passed, and the results will be placed on the 

website for all to view.     
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Introductions and Good News Comments by the Chapters:  

President Lotz requested each attendee provide any “good news and joy” remarks on their 

members and chapters.  All attendees provided relevant remarks and other chapter significant 

events.  No Chapter Reports were provided at this time.   

 

SC FED President’s Remarks:    

President Lotz spoke to his “Listening Tour” initiative which was announced and kicked-off at 

the previous SC FEB meeting.  Since then several chapters had been visited by the 

President/EVP to include Newberry, Summerville, Charleston and Myrtle Beach.  Columbia will 

be visited this Friday (12/13/19).  These have been very good meetings.  The remaining 

chapters were urged to make arrangements for the President/EVP to attend their meeting 

venues.    

 

President Lotz encouraged and recommended a letter writing campaign to the Editors of local 

newspapers to get the word out on NARFE.  Also discussed was the on-going Social Security off-

set issue which is still a big issue with many NARFE members.   

 

The importance of diversity in leadership was stressed to include the need to get away from the 

traditional gender assignments for elected Federation officer positions.  President Lotz 

highlighted our current Federation make-up of having a male member in the Secretary position.  

President Lotz also stressed diversity involving minority groups.  Our Federation should look like 

our chapters with regards to positional make-up.    

 

Strong emphasis was given on chapter recruiting and retention.  In support of these areas, 

chapter involvement in community service projects like Meals on Wheels and Habitat for 

Humanity was encouraged.  

 

Other discussion areas during the Listening Tours have included the Task Force set up to 

address the federal tax waiver initiative and the need to continue sending letters to members 

of Congress.  These Listening Tour meetings are a good forum for “give and take” and “back and 

forth” interaction.  The chapter members response to these meetings was enthusiastic and well 

received.  

 

Executive Vice President’s Remarks:       

No remarks were made.  
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Announcements and Approval of Additional Appointments:   

The following Appointments were put forth for Federation Executive Board approval   : 

 

             William Greenhill                               SC Assistant Legislative Chair-Federal 

             John Geiger                                         SC Assistant Legislative Chair-State 

             Joseph Kohut                                       Area 1 Vice President 

             Kevin Toevs                                         Secretary/Historian 

             Clara Gillentine                                   Membership Chair 

             Robert Shear                                       Newsletter Editor 

 

Upon a request by the Federation President, a floor motion was made to approve the above 

listed appointment/positions (by Nichols) and was seconded (by Thompson).   No discussion 

followed. All attendees voted in favor with no opposed votes and the motion passed 

unanimously.   

 

Old Business:     (1 of 2 Old Business topics) 

Topic 1 – The 2020 Federation Annual Conference 

 

President Lotz advised during the last SC FEB meeting the Federation agreed to have the 2020 

conference in the North Charleston/Summerville area.  Pat Whitely, Bob Shear and Ernest 

Williams agreed to serve on this committee.  This is a “floating operation” at this point.  Pat 

Whitley reported on several possible conference venues and discussed rooms rates, AV rates 

and conference settings.    The need exists to pin down some venue rates.  April 15th through 

Mother’s Day was initially explored as a date range.  President Lotz offered the 26th of April 

through the first weekend in May were possible date ranges.  Other discussion followed with 

regards to past conferences and best logistical practices.    

 

The President advised the need to get a handle on attendance scholarships.  The camaraderie 

and fellowship that goes with these conferences is important.  The concept of having 

scholarships is important.  Some questions include…Who gets the scholarship and who pays for 

the scholarships...partly supported by the chapter and/or partly supported by the Federation?  

Maybe waive the registration fee and/or cover this expense by the scholarships.  This concept 

was previously called a “grant”.  This has been done for the past several years.  The committee 

will continue to work on the 2020 annual conference.  

 

Topic 2 – SC Chapter By-laws  

 

By-laws chair Robbie-Ann White advised she has received only three copies of chapter by-laws 

from the chapters.  She needs a copy of all chapter’s by-laws whether they are approved or not.  

They may have to be re-approved depending on when they were approved by National.  
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President Lotz requested that any chapter sending a final copy of their by-laws to National  

should also forward a copy to Robbie Ann.   

 

 

New Business   (1 of 4 New Business topics) 

Topic 1 – SC Federation Archival Records Management and Disposition 

 

Secretary/Historian Kevin Toevs spoke on the issue of SC FED Archival Records Management 

and Disposition matters.  A hand-out was provided to the attendees which outlines all issues 

relative to this matter.  This briefing document is provided as attachment ( 4). The central point 

conveyed was that the volume of historical records and files that are presently on hand are very 

voluminous and have become unmanageable.  President Lotz asked that everyone review the 

handout and then e-mail Kevin with any thoughts or suggestions.  Kevin will then provide a 

recommendation at the next SC FEB meeting…at which time a vote will be performed.   

 

Topic 2 – SC Waiver of Federal Tax for Retired Federal Workers  

 

President Lotz advised Deborah Riley, Bill Greenhill and John Geiger…and especially John from 

the state level, has more information to share on this initiative and asked that he provide a 

brief on efforts to date.   The group has looked at what the military has done.   One of the first 

questions that comes up…do you fall into a situation wherein you are totally exempted, 

partially exempted or you are not exempted.   The military is ahead of us and has gone through 

alot of things to get where they are at.   The Federation has used this as a kind of a model. 

 

This is a challenging initiative and the Federal has to look at a way ahead.  The state legislators 

have to be contacted with this tax relief proposal.  The Federation should purse these 

legislators  to see what their interest is.  

 

President Lotz advised a small Task Force should be put together and perform some initial 

research.  Ed Griffin, Deborah, John and Bill were asked to come up come up with a road map 

on how we will accomplish this.  All above mentioned attendees were willing to serve.  

 

Topic 3 – Officer Term Limits 

 

President Lotz reported at present our term limits are one year.  Should we consider changing it 

to two (years)?  Could officers serve two one-year terms?  It takes more than a year to get 

acclimated to the respective positions.  Mention was made that short-term limits are 

counterproductive.  The Federation by-laws would have to be amended.   A group discussion 

and back-and-forth ensured.   President Lotz then asked the nominating committee to look at 

this issue and come back with a recommendation on what was talked about today.   
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Topic 4 – Presentation of Federation Officers Nominating Committee Report 

 

Bob Shear spoke to this committee report.  The committee contacted the current officers to 

determine if they were willing to serve again.  For those not wishing to continue, a 

search/selection was made.  The Nominating Committee came up with this slate of SC FED 

Officers, which is provided as attachment (5): 

 

               President                      Blaine Lotz                  Hilton Head Isl.  #2258 

               Exe. Vice President     Patricia Whitely         Summerville       #1082 

               Secretary                      Kevin Toevs                Rock Hill              #1180 

               Treasurer                      Betty Hawkins           Columbia             #87 

 

 

5-Minute Updates:   

 

--Best Business Practices and Updates by Area Vice Presidents and Chapter Presidents 

 

President Lotz opened the floor to any best practices by the chapters in which they would like 

to share.   Bob Shear commented on the upcoming newsletter.  He has been looking at the 

Missouri Federation website for reference purposes.  Bob will send out the (Missouri) 

newsletter to get some ideas on what to submit.   

 

--Alzheimer’s Coordination Update 

 

Olivia Williams provided this Alzheimer’s update.  Comprehensive reports were provided which 

details all aspects of giving totals to date, the Alzheimer’s Semipostal Stamp, the Walk to End 

Alzheimer’s, and other important topics/events, which are provided as attachments (6 and 7).   

National collection efforts stand at $13,266,548.86.  As of Oct. 31, the SC FED has given 

$1,265.50.   Giving totals are still needed from the chapters.   The chapters need to proceed 

with their giving efforts.  Also mentioned was the fact that U.S. Rep. Maxine Waters is 

continuing the effort to keep the Alzheimer’s postage stamp on the market.  A bi-partisan bill 

was recently introduced to extend production  for another six years.   Call your Congressional 

representatives in support of this effort.                
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--NARFE-PAC Update: 

 

EVP Ernest Williams provided a brief on NARFE-PAC.  A National newsletter is now being 

produced.  NARFE PAC efforts are doing well.  A NARFE-PAC report is provided, as attachment 

(8), which details contributions, sustainers and disbursements.  Chapters are being asked to 

continue with giving efforts. 

 

Meeting Adjournment: 

A motion to adjourn was made and seconded.  At 2:28 p.m., President Lotz adjourned the 

meeting. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

END 
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                 South Carolina Federation Archival Records 

                           Management and Disposition 

                                         Briefing Report                                                      

 
                                               December 9, 2019 
 

 

Objective:   To establish federation policy and guidelines or identify existing policy and 

                      guidelines, regarding the management, retention and disposition of historical  

                      records.   In the absence of not establishing such policies and guidelines, then 

                      a decision is to be reached as to the disposition of all historical records 

                      currently on hand within the SC Federation.  

 

                      The historical records today have become unorganized and very voluminous.  

                      Some historical records date back to the 1960’s and many to the 1970’s/80”s. 

                      This effort is being pursued in an attempt to minimize the amount of historical  

                       records that are stored and make these records more manageable and  

                       easier to transfer from one Historian to the next.  

 

Definition:    For the purposes of this report, historical records could be defined as any 

                       record, document, paper, file, email, computer drive/disk, periodical, 

                       picture, certificates/awards, news article or any like material not so named.  

 

Background:  Presently, the SC Federation Historian maintains six (6) standard size plastic  

                         storage containers, all possessing  a very wide and significant range of 

                         historical records.  Originally, eight (8) containers existed, but a quick 

                         re-organization and re-packaging resulted in the current  six (6) count 

                         (without disposing of any record material).    
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Research Efforts-to-Date:     <<Synopsized version>> 

 

Comment:    At the outset of each contact (less National), a brief narrative was provided  

                       as to NARFE’s history and mission statement.  All were provided with our 

                       Federation’s website for further information. 

 

• Contacted National for initial guidance  

--Provided Appendix B – Records Management document from the NARFE  

    Chapter and Federation Officers Manual, which is attached 

• Contacted SC Archives Department: 

--No real expressed interest 

--Commented on possible interest but advised significant “prep” work 

    would have to be performed prior to transfer…i.e., detailed listing 

    of records and documents.   All materials submitted should be  

    “spreadsheeted”  

--Recommended contacting the University of South Carolina (USC) Library 

    and/or the Private Means Collection 

 

• Contacted the USC Library 

--No real expressed interest but referenced several semi-autonomous groups  

--Advised would probably not fall within their “collection policy” 

--Might fall within the Modern Political Collection area, which would 

   solely be interested in NARFE’s interaction with state legislative  

   leaders.   

--The SC Political Collection initiative might have interest 

--Also reiterated what the SC Archives conveyed about significant 

    prep work regarding submitted materials  

 

 

Cursory Listing of Historical Records on Hand: 

 

Comment:    As indicated, this is a cursory review of the six (6) storage container 

                       contents and should not be construed as a detailed file-by-file of 

                       document-by-document review.   Quantities are provided as estimates.  

 

• 50 3.5” disk drives…oldest circa 1986 

• 75 NARFE magazine back-issues…oldest circa early 1990’s 

• 2 large notebook style photo albums 

• Various certificates, municipal awards and formal letters…some 
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wood and glass mounted 

• Over 100+ files on various events/topics such as annual conventions,  

Federation Executive Board meetings, chapters events, budget/financial, 

inter-chapter correspondence (to many files to list) 

• 50+ Annual Convention/Conference Program/Agenda booklets 

(some retained in a book-banded format...oldest 1965) 

• Various NARFE newsletters, retention journals and Federation 

newsletters 

• Avery templates for tent cards, name badges and certificates 

• Various office supplies 

 

 

 

Available Course Actions: 

 

• Take no action at all…continue to maintain and store historical records 

• Utilizing Appendix B – Records Management (above)…purge and retain 

historical records as defined within.  Allow current Federation Historian 

to be the “determiner” of what is retained and what is not.  This 

action will be based on historical significance guidance as provided by 

the Board, see page 4 below.  

 

       Note:   This would be considered an immediate or near future 

                    action.  With this course of action, any records marked 

                    for purge would be listed and provided to the Board  

                    President for final authority.  

 

• Create a Federation Historical Record Committee to further study the 

matter and provide suggested course of action(s) and accept 

responsibility for historical record maintenance, retention/destruction 

and being a conduit to SC Federation Executive Board (FEB) direction 

 

                 Note:  A review of current historical records determined that such 

                              a committee existed at one point. 

 

 

The SC Historian’s Personally Recommended Course Actions:  

 

• Reach out and contact fellow Historians in other Federations to 

determine their direction, successes and challenges 
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• Task the SC Federation Executive Board to arrive at a  

consensus as to the definition of historical significance  

in connection with historical record retention versus 

purge/destruction.  Moreover, which historical records 

reach the level of importance as to have significant and 

meaningful impact on the Board’s future reference and  

decision-making processes.  In simplest terms…which 

records are to be retained permanently and which are 

 to be destroyed.   

 

• Allow the SC Federation Historian to use his/her best judgment to 

identify those historical records to be purged/destroyed and present 

said list to the SC FED President for final authority 

 

Note:   Prior to identifying these historical records, the SC FED 

             Historian will operate off a pre-determined listing of historical 

             records that are to be saved or purged/destroyed.  The 

             SC FED Historian will not have independent decision-making 

             authority on this destruction and/or purging process   

              

• In addition to the NARFE Appendix B – Records Management suggested 

       topics and timelines, the following historical records would be  

              retained permanently: 

 

              --Annual Federation Conventions/Conferences…and specifically: 

                   -meeting minutes and associated program/agenda booklets 

                   -attendance rosters…if not referenced in the meeting minutes 

                        (all other file materials such as email’s, handwritten notes, 

                          internal correspondence, etc., would be purged/destroyed)  

              --Chapter anniversary materials 

              --Any historical records detailing legislative matters 

              --Any historical records documenting the measurable achievements 

                  of Federation members to further advance NARFE’s mission 

                  statement and objectives 

              

          Note:  In this course of action, the individual SC Federation  

                      Executive Board (FEB) and Chapter Presidents’ meeting 

                      minutes (held circa twice annually) would be 

                      purged/destroyed outside of the recommended 
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                      timelines set forth in NARFE Appendix B – Records Management. 

          

                      Also, it is noted that in order to maintain and preserve  

                      the Federation’s and individual chapters uniqueness and 

                      and identity, and to retain for prosperity purposes the  

                      achievements of SC Federation members, the annual  

                      Federation Conferences/Convention’s meeting minutes, 

                      program/agenda booklets and attendance rosters should 

                      be held permanently.   
 

• Return to the individual chapters…any certificates, letters of  

appreciation, municipal/state recognition, anniversary documents, 

individual/chapter officer recognition, and like achievements/awards 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

END 
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